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Abstract
Reversible phosphorylation on serine, threonine and tyrosine is the most widely studied
posttranslational modification of proteins1,2. The number of phosphorylated sites on a protein (n)
shows a significant increase from prokaryotes, with n≤7 sites, to eukaryotes, with examples
having n≥150 sites3. Multisite phosphorylation has many roles4,5 and site conservation indicates
that increasing numbers of sites cannot be due merely to promiscuous phosphorylation. A
substrate with n sites has an exponential number (2n) of phospho-forms and individual phospho-
forms may have distinct biological effects6,7. The distribution of these phospho-forms and how
this distribution is regulated have remained unknown. Here we show that, when kinase and
phosphatase act in opposition on a multisite substrate, the system can exhibit distinct stable
phospho-form distributions at steady state and that the maximum number of such distributions
increases with n. Whereas some stable distributions are focused on a single phospho-form, others
are more diffuse, giving the phosphoproteome the potential to behave as a fluid regulatory
network able to encode information and flexibly respond to varying demands. Such plasticity may
underlie complex information processing in eukaryotic cells8 and suggests a functional advantage
in having many sites. Our results follow from the unusual geometry of the steady-state phospho-
form concentrations, which we show to constitute a rational algebraic curve, irrespective of n. We
thereby reduce the complexity of calculating steady states from simulating 3×2n differential
equations to solving two algebraic equations, while treating parameters symbolically. We
anticipate that these methods can be extended to systems with multiple substrates and multiple
enzymes catalysing different modifications, as found in posttranslational modification ‘codes’9
such as the histone code10,11. Whereas simulations struggle with exponentially increasing
molecular complexity, mathematical methods of the kind developed here can provide a new
language in which to articulate the principles of cellular information processing12.
A major difficulty in studying multisite phosphorylation from a systems perspective has
been the lack of information regarding when different sites on the same protein are
simultaneously phosphorylated13. Sites may be intricately dependent on each other14 and
both the number and the position of phosphates can affect biological outcome6,7. The
phospho-form distribution—the relative stoichiometries of each of the 2n phospho-forms—is
thus the appropriate measure of phosphorylation state for a multisite substrate. Such
distributions are starting to be measured15,16, prompted by interest in posttranslational
modification (PTM) codes. A theoretical understanding will improve our ability to interpret
such data, uncover biological principles and design appropriate experiments. Although we
focus on phosphorylation, we hope to lay a foundation for analysing multiple PTMs.
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Figure 1 summarizes a general model of multisite phosphorylation. A substrate S, with n
sites, is acted on by a kinase E and a phosphatase F. Substrates may have multiple kinases
and phosphatases in vivo but a single enzyme often addresses multiple sites and we focus
here on the minimal enzymatic machinery needed for any n. Each enzyme may act
distributively (Fig. 1a) as well as processively (Fig. 1b) using a standard biochemical
scheme (Fig. 1c) and arbitrary preferences for site order. These assumptions are more
general than in previous models17-22: by choosing the details appropriately, any kinase,
phosphatase and substrate system can be represented. ATP is assumed to be recharged by
some process that is not modelled. It is therefore not treated as a variable but its effect is
absorbed into the site-specific parameters (  defined in Fig. 1c). Phosphorylation
and dephosphorylation are assumed to take place on a fast time scale in comparison to
synthesis and degradation of the component proteins. The model is, therefore, effectively
closed: there is no flux of material through it and the total amounts of substrate, Stot, and
enzymes, Etot and Ftot, remain constant at all times. With mass-action kinetics, these
assumptions give rise to 3×2n nonlinear differential equations for the state variables (Fig.
1d).
With limited information on site-specific parameters, numerical simulations can be
undertaken for randomly selected parameter values in an attempt to discern typical
behaviours. However, doing so in a state space of dimension 3×2n rapidly becomes
intractable as n increases. Here we introduce a new method of analysis, which allows strong
conclusions to be drawn about steady states without having to specify parameter values in
advance. Experimental evidence indicates that biological systems attain quasi-steady states
in vivo23,24, including systems in which multisite phosphorylation has a significant role25.
While the steady-state assumption must be confirmed in each experimental context, it has
been widely used in modelling multisite phosphorylation17-22.
At steady state, the second equation in Fig. 1d yields an expression for XSu in terms of X and
Su. Substituting this into the first equation in Fig. 1d makes that equation linear in Su. The
coefficients are algebraic expressions in the site-specific parameters (collectively denoted a)
and the auxiliary parameter t=E/F, the steady-state ratio of free kinase to free phosphatase.
These expressions may be regarded as elements of a set of coefficients, ℝ(a, t), in which the
a values and the t have been adjoined to the ordinary numbers, ℝ, as uninterpreted symbols
that can be added, subtracted, multiplied and divided as if they were numbers (see the
Supplementary Information for more details). The elements of ℝ(a, t) correspond to rational
functions, or ratios of polynomials, in these parameters (Supplementary Information). By
treating the parameters symbolically in this way, they can be used in calculations without
their numerical values being known in advance.
The linearized equations for the Su can be solved by Gaussian elimination, which works as
well over the coefficients ℝ(a, t) as over ℝ (Supplementary Information). The steady-state
phospho-forms can thereby be shown to satisfy (Supplementary Information)
(1)
where S0 is the unphosphorylated phospho-form and ru(t) is a rational function of t with
coefficients in ℝ(a). Although these rational functions are complex, they can be explicitly
calculated for any given model (Supplementary Information).
If numerical values are to be given to the site-specific parameters, it is important to know
that the rational functions ru(t) remain well defined. For instance, the rational function c/(1 –
c) becomes undefined when c=1. We show that, for any positive site-specific parameter
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values and positive t, ru(t) is always well defined and positive (‘positivity’, Supplementary
Information), ruling out such problems.
Equation (1) implies that the steady-state phospho-forms can be described through a single
auxiliary variable, t, so that they form a one-dimensional geometric object, or ‘curve’.
Despite increasing numbers of sites, and the exponentially increasing size of the model, the
steady-state phospho-forms always remain a curve, providing the basis for an exponential
reduction in complexity. What changes with n is the extent to which the curve undulates,
which determines how many steady states can co-exist for given amounts of substrate and
enzymes (see below). Not all curves can be described by rational functions; those that can
are of considerable geometric interest, as explored in an earlier paper26 and discussed further
in the Supplementary Information.
The upshot of equation (1) is that, at steady state, the 3×2n state variables are determined by
S0, E and F. Because the substrate and enzyme totals remain constant, we can formulate
three equations for these three unknowns. The equation for S0 can be solved directly in
terms of Stot, leaving a pair of equations (defined in the Supplementary Information):
(2)
which determine the steady-state E and F values corresponding to any given substrate and
enzyme totals. Equation (2) exactly characterizes the steady states of the model
(Supplementary Information). To find steady states, it is no longer necessary to numerically
simulate 3×2n differential equations; this can be done by only solving two algebraic
equations. The complexity arising from the dynamics has been distilled away. This
exponential reduction of complexity is the key to what follows.
Figure 2a shows an example with four sites and five steady states. (We assume sequentiality,
as in Fig. 3a, but merely for convenience.) Only stable states are detected experimentally, or
found by numerical simulation, and this example is tristable; the corresponding stable
phospho-form distributions are markedly distinct. Whereas distributions 1 and 3 are each
focused on a single phospho-form, distribution 2 is broader. With multiple stable states a
system can encode many outcomes, or several bits of information, enabling complex
information encoding and processing8. Such multistability is believed to underlie cellular
differentiation and other decisions8,27 but experimental examples have, so far, only
demonstrated bistability23-25. Bistability in two-site phosphorylation was previously shown
by modelling20.
It remained unknown how the number of stable states depends on n. We found that
multistability tends to occur when substrate is in excess over enzymes (as in Fig. 2a). In this
approximation, the two equations for E and F in equation (2) can be reduced to one
polynomial equation for t=E/F (Supplementary Information):
(3)
where ai ∈ ℝ(a) and N lies between n+1 and 2n depending on the model. Positivity of the
ru(t) is essential here. Positive solutions of P(t)=0 correspond approximately to steady states.
We show that the discrepancy between the exact steady states found by equation (2) and the
approximate ones found by equation (3) can be made as small as desired by increasing the
excess of Stot over Etot and Ftot (Supplementary Information).
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The advantage of equation (3) over equation (2) is that we can readily construct solutions of
the former. If n is even and we choose any n+1 distinct positive numbers, then we can
always find a model for which the corresponding P(t) has these numbers as solutions
(Supplementary Information). Moreover, Stot can be chosen arbitrarily, so that the
approximation of equation (2) by equation (3) is as accurate as desired. It follows that the
corresponding model has n+1 steady states. The example in Fig. 2a meets this bound for
n=4. If n is odd the same can be achieved for any set of n distinct positive numbers
(Supplementary Information). Note that odd numbers of steady states are constructed in both
cases.
This is also what we find in simulations. Furthermore, if the steady states are ordered by
their corresponding E/F values then unstable states always occur between stable ones
(Supplementary Information), as in Fig. 2a. Hence, if there are 2k+1 steady states, k+1 of
them are stable. It follows that a model with n sites can have as many as ⌊(n+2)/2⌋ stable
states (⌊x⌋ being the greatest integer not greater than x). We see that the tristability in Fig. 2a
is only the tip of the iceberg: the maximum number of stable states increases with increasing
numbers of sites.
Experimental detection of stable states requires an understanding of how they arise
dynamically. Figure 3b considers the inter-conversion of S0 and S1, for the sequential system
in Fig. 3a. An informal argument based on the Michaelis–Menten approximation suggests
that, for suitable parameter values, if the system is started entirely in S0 then substrate can
remain trapped predominantly in that state, as in distribution 1 in Fig. 2a. A similar
argument applies to trapping of S4, as in distribution 3. Simulations show that all three stable
distributions can be reached by starting from suitable mixtures of S0 and S4 (Fig. 2b).
In vivo, the most likely way that a phosphorylation system is regulated is by modulating its
enzymes. Because the enzymes have been assumed to be in their active states, this
corresponds to altering Etot or Ftot. Figure 4a shows, for the tristable system in Fig. 2, that
changes in Etot can switch the system between stable states 1 and 3. It is possible that more
complex modulations, involving both Etot and Ftot, could access all three stable states or that
different parameter values could facilitate additional switching capability. Figure 4b shows
another option, in which changes in Etot can switch between three stable states even though
there is only a narrow window of Etot values for which three stable states coexist. In other
words, the system may not need to exhibit robust tristability to have access to three stable
states.
DNA provides a static, structural mechanism for encoding information at a capacity of 2 bits
per base pair. The idea that PTMs provide a dynamic mechanism for information encoding
has been broadly influential10,11 but the mechanistic details remain a matter of debate9,28
and no estimate of information capacities has emerged for any such code. Our result
provides the first demonstration of a PTM mechanism that can, in principle, encode an
arbitrary amount of information, along with an estimate of its information capacity. If
natural selection has found such a capability useful, that may help account for the emergence
of large numbers of phosphorylation sites.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. General model of multisite phosphorylation with substrate S having n sites, kinase E
and phosphatase F
The phospho-forms are denoted Su, where u is a bit string indicating the absence/presence
(0/1) of phosphate. Kinase reactions for n=3 with one phosphorylation per reaction (a,
distributivity29) and multiple phosphorylations per reaction (b, processivity29).
Phosphatases act similarly in removing phosphates. c, Each enzyme (X=E or F) uses a
standard biochemical mechanism30 but may form multiple products, with associated
parameters ( ) for mass-action kinetics. ATP is assumed to be held constant and
synthesis and degradation are ignored. d, The 3×2n differential equations, where 
signifies that X converts Su to Sv. The same symbol is used for a chemical species and for its
concentration. Note that X(Su) here indicates the product of X and Su.
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Figure 2. Multistability for an n=4 distributive, sequential system, as in Fig. 3a
For parameter values, see Supplementary Table 1. a, Plots of equation (2) for Stot=10 μM
and Etot=Ftot=2.8 μM. The intersections correspond to the steady states. Filled squares are
stable: 1 (red), 2 (black) and 3 (blue); open squares are unstable. Stability was determined by
standard methods (Supplementary Information). The inset shows the corresponding
phospho-form distributions, following the notation in Fig. 3a. b, Time courses of S4 reaching
its three stable values from initial conditions S0=αStot, S4=(1 – α)Stot and X=0 for all other
variables, with α chosen randomly from the uniform distribution on [0, 1] (100 samples),
determined by simulation (Supplementary Information).
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Figure 3. Multistability by kinetic trapping
a, A distributive, sequential system with n=4; E phosphorylates in order, F dephosphorylates
in reverse order. The phospho-forms are denoted Si, i=0,…, 4, where i is the number of
phosphates. b, Rate functions for production of S1 from S0 by E and of S0 from S1 by F are
approximated as Michaelis–Menten hyperbolas30, with the phosphatase curve to the left and
above the kinase curve. If the system is initiated with substrate entirely in S0 and in excess
over both enzymes and saturating them, S0 will sequester E and produce S1 at nearly
maximal rate (point 1). F, however, will be unoccupied, so that as S1 increases (grey arrow),
phosphorylation and dephosphorylation will balance (point 2). Any leak of S1 into S2 can be
opposed by F, which is not sequestered. The system will hence reach steady state with
substrate remaining predominantly unphosphorylated. If similar conditions are applied to S3
and S4, but reversed with respect to E and F, then S4 can be similarly trapped. The parameter
values required for this argument are discussed in the Supplementary Information.
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Figure 4. Switching between stable states
a, The system in Fig. 2a with Etot=Ftot=2.8 μM and Stot=10 μM is taken in a cycle (grey
arrows) using simulation (Supplementary Information). The free kinase is repeatedly
changed by a small amount and the system allowed to relax back to a stable state. Starting
on the lower branch, corresponding to distribution 1 in Fig. 2a, the system switches abruptly
to the higher branch (distribution 3), remains on that branch as Etot is lowered, and then
switches abruptly back down to the lower branch (hysteresis). b, The system with
Etot=Ftot=2.8 μM, Stot=5 μM has only two stable states (not shown) but occupies three when
Etot is cycled. Three stable states only coexist in a narrow window around the dotted line.
The solid lines mark Etot=2.8 μM.
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